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PCB ACCESSORIES
Terminals

K32 J-Pin Terminals
for .042” diameter holes

Part Number

K32/C

K32/M

Qty

100

1000

Tin Plating

per MIL-T-10727C

per MIL-T-10727C

� Wire-wrap terminals installs in two

.042” diameter holes on 0.1” centers

� Short leg can be bent to secure pin

�  Long post can share hole with T42-1

Micro-Klip

0.1”

.650”

.250”

T42-1

Micro-Klip

J Pin

“P” Pattern

Vectorbord®

.025” Square

K32 J-Pin

The “J” pin, as accessory to the T42-1

Micro-Klip, has a long Wrap Post which

can extend through the same hole in

which the Micro-Klip is mounted.  

The “J” also serves to hold the “Klip” firm-

ly in place when soldered.  It may be

staked to the mounting board by bending

over the emergent short end of the “J”.    

T42-1 Push-In Terminals

for .042” holes
� Wiring terminals for mounting leads or wires

horizontally or vertically (through board hole

� Connectors require no staking for most appli-

cations

� Horizontal slot holds up to seven wires,

depending upon thickness of wire

AVAILABLE  AGAIN
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